Foodservice Sanitation System

FLOOR CARE

FLOORCARE

OVEN AND FRYER

SPRAY-AND-WIPE-CLEANER

MANUAL DISHWASHING

SANITIZER

Bio-Active Plus
#2308220 (822)

TreadMate
#2308800 (706)

Multi-Scrub
#2308701 (701)

Extra-Strength Cleaner
#2308749 (724)

Pot ‘N’ Pan Cleaner
#2307827 (782)

Steramine
#2307186 (718)

For use on quarry tile, ceramic tile, concrete,
brick, and vinyl floors. Improves slip-resistance
by eliminating greasy build-up.

For use on quarry tile, ceramic tile, concrete,
brick, and vinyl floors. Improves slip-resistance
by eliminating greasy build-up.

For heavy-duty degreasing of quarry tile floors,
equipment, ovens, hoods, deep fat fryers, etc.

For all-purpose cleaning of equipment, walls,
doors, and floors (vinyl, quarry, and ceramic tile).

For hand dishwashing pots, pans, glasses, dishes,
and utensils.

For sanitizing pots, pans, glasses, dishes, and
utensils. For spray sanitizing food contact surfaces
such as countertops. For soaking wiping cloths.

For use on hard (nonporous) surfaces or on
dishes, glasses, food processing equipment, or
utensils. Effective on tables tops, tanks, vats,
floors, walls, dishes, glasses, and milkshake and
soft serve machines.

For Floor Cleaning

For Floor Cleaning

For All-Purpose Cleaning

For Manual Dishwashing (Sink)

For Sanitizing (Sink)

For Sanitizing (Sink)

1. Fill quart spray bottle #2909142 (9940) to fill
line with water.
2. Add contents of one pack of Extra-Strength
Cleaner #2308749 (724) to the bottle.
3. Spray surfaces. Wipe dry.

1. Fill sink to desired level with warm water.
2. Open one pack Pot ‘N’ Pan Cleaner #2307827
(782) and pour contents into sink.
3. Allow heavily soiled pans and utensils to soak
for 5 minutes.
4. Clean with scrub brush or pad.
5. Rinse in clean water in second sink.
Note: Change solution in sink as recommended.

1. Fill sink to desired level with warm water.
2. Pour contents of one pack Steramine®
#2307186 (718) into sink.
3. Allow pre-washed and rinsed pans and utensils
to soak in sanitizer solution for 1 minute, then
air dry.
4. Change water as recommended, using
quaternary test strips to check effectiveness.

1. Fill sink with 2½ gallons of water.
2. Dissolve contents of one pack Sanitergent
Cleaner/Sanitizer™ #2507629 (762) into sink.
3. Allow pre-washed and rinsed pans and utensils
to soak in sanitizer solution for 1 minute, then
air dry.
4. Change water as recommended, using
quaternary test strips to check effectiveness.

For Heavy-Duty Spray Degreasing

SANITIZER

Sanitergent
Cleaner/Sanitizer

#2507629/2507643 (762/764)

1. Fill quart spray bottle #2999587 (9958) to fill
line with water.
2. Open one pack Multi-Scrub #2308701
(701) and pour contents into spray bottle.
3. Spray surface. Let soak for heavy buildups.
4. Wipe clean and rinse.
1. Fill mop bucket to 2 gallon level with water.
2. Open one pack Bio-Active Plus #2308220
(822) and pour contents into mop bucket.
3. Apply mopping solution to floor.
4. Mop up solution or squeegee down drain. Repeat
and rinse as necessary to remove residue.
Note: Change mop bucket as recommended or
directed by management.

For All-Purpose Cleaning

1. Fill mop bucket to 4 gallon level with hot water.
2. Open one pack TreadMate® #2308800 (706)
and pour contents into mop bucket.
3. Apply mopping solution to floor.
4. Scrub with deck brush, making sure grout
lines are thoroughly cleaned
5. Mop up solution or squeegee down drain. Repeat
and rinse floor throughly with clean water using
a clean mop
6. Dry floor with squeegee or air dry.
Note: Change mop bucket as recommended or
directed by management.

1. Fill quart spray bottle to fill line with water.
2. Add contents to one pack of Bio-Active Plus
#2308220 (822) to the bottle.
3. Spray surfaces. Wipe dry.

For Drain Maintenance

1. Full bucket to 2 quart level with water.
2.Open one pack Bio-Active Plus #2308220
(822) and pour contents into bucket.
3. Apply entire solution to drain.

See Foodservice brochure for additional products to customize a program to fit your needs.

For Oven Cleaning

1. Shut off gas or electric before cleaning.
2. Spray warm oven with solution from quart
spray bottle.
3. Let soak for 10 minutes.
4. Re-spray and rub gently with abrasive pad.
5. Wipe surfaces with wet cloth.

For Deep Fryer Cleaning

1. Drain grease from fryer. Wipe out excess with
paper towels.
2. Fill fryer with water (fill above frying line).
3. Add contents of one pack Multi-Scrub
#2308701 (701) per 4 gallons of water.
4. Turn on heat. Boil up to 15 minutes.
5. Stay close to watch fryer.
6. Turn off heat. Allow to cool and drain.
7. Neutralize by pouring in a solution of 1 qt.
vinegar to 2 gal. water.
8. Rinse with clear water. Wipe dry with cloth.

For Floor Degreasing

1. Fill mop bucket to 4 gallon level with water.
2. Open one pack Multi-Scrub #2308701 (701)
and pour contents into mop bucket.
3. Apply mopping solution to floor.
4. Scrub with machine or deck brush.
5. Remove the solution with a mop, vacuum, or
squeegee down drain.
6. Rinse with clean water.
7. Pick up solution or squeegee down drain.

For Spray Sanitizing

For Ready-To-Use Bottle Solution

1. Fill quart bottle #2997828 (9782) with water
to fill line.
2. Pour contents of one pack Pot ‘N’ Pan Cleaner
#2307827 (782) into quart bottle.
3. Use as needed to prepare dishwashing solution
in smaller sinks.
4. For objects too large to immerse in sink, pour
ready-to-use solution directly on the object.

For Spray Sanitizing

1. Fill Stock Solution bottle #2999563 (9956) to
indicated line with water.
2. Pour contents of one pack Steramine®
#2307186 (718) into Stock Solution bottle.
3. Fill quart spray bottle #2999594 (9959) to the
uppermost ridge on the neck of the bottle.
4. Add one pump stroke (1 ounce) from Stock
Solution bottle.
5. Spray and wipe surface clean, then air dry.
Note: Empty and rinse bottle before refilling.

1. Fill quart spray bottle #2997644 (9764) to fill
line with water.
2. Dissolve contents of one pack Sanitergent
Cleaner/Sanitizer™ #2507643 (764) to the
bottle.
3. Apply solution to wet all surfaces thoroughly.
4. Let stand at least 1 minute, then air dry.
Note: Empty and rinse bottle before refilling.

For Soaking Wiping Cloths

1. Fill sanitizer bucket #2999617 (9961) to
indicated line.
2. Add one pump stroke (1 ounce) from Stock
Solution bottle.
3. Soak clean wiping cloths between use.
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